
Definition and Examples

Definition 1 A topological space M is an n-dimensional manifold or (n-
manifold) if

1. M is Hausdorff,

2. M is locally Euclidean, i.e., ∀x ∈ M, ∃ a neighborhood U of x such that
U is homeomorphic to an open set in Rn.

#�l�"f U�� Rnõ� homeomorphicô�Ç neighborhood ���¦ ̈½¹כ�#��̧ 0A &ñ
_�
ü< equivalent ���.

For an open set U of a manifold, let φ : U → φ(U) ⊂ Rn be a homeomor-
phism. We call (U, φ) a coordinate chart.

Definition 2 Let M be an n-manifold. M is a differentiable manifold if
there is a system of open coordinate charts {(Uα, φα)} covering M such that

gβα = φβ ◦ φ−1
α : φα(Uα ∩ Uβ) → φβ(Uα ∩ Uβ),∀α, β

is differentiable. gβα is called a coordinate transition map.

{9�ìøÍ&h�Ü¼�Ð coordinate transition map\� #Q�"� ½̈�̧\�¦ ÅÒÖ¼��\� ����"f
M_� ½̈�̧�� ���&ñ
�)a��. \V\�¦ [þt#Q coordinate transition map[þts� Ck differ-
entiable s���� M�Ér Ck differentiable manifold�� ÂÒØÔ�¦, real analytics� ÷&>�
coordinate system�̀¦ ú̧��� ×�¦ Ãº e��Ü¼��� M�Ér real analytic manifold�� ÷&�¦
transitions� Euclidean rigid motion s� ÷&>� ú̧��̀¦ Ãº e��Ü¼��� M�Ér Euclidean
manifold���)a��.ëß�{9� coordinate chart[þt�̀¦ Rn @/��� Cn �Ð ú̧��¦ transition�̀¦
holomorphic map Ü¼�Ð ú̧��̀¦ Ãº e��Ü¼��� complex manifold�� �)a��. :£¤y� 1	�"é¶
complex manifold\�¦ Riemann surface���¦ ÂÒ�Ér��.

Example 1 Manifolds

1. Rn itself.

2. A space with discrete topology, in which every set is open, is 0-manifold.

3. An open set in Rn.

4. Sn ⊂ Rn+1.

5. A smooth surface in R3: {(x, y, z)|f(x, y, z) = 0} when ∇f 6= 0.

6. An open set of n-manifold.
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7. non-Hausdorff manifold: Consider the real line R with standard topology.
Add one more point 0′ to R set-theoretically, and give a topology as
follows: (1)The open sets of the original real line are open. (2)For any
open set U containing 0, the set (U∪{0′})−{0} is open. Then this space
R ∪ {0′} is locally homeomorphic to R but not Hausdorff since any two
neighborhoods U of 0 and V of 0′ intersect.

8. ∞(Figure 8) is not a manifold.

HW1. Show that Sn is a C∞ manifold.
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